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Objectives
The Fashion Design History curricular unit aims to provide students with a broad knowledge of the different "period
styles", characteristic of a varied set of diachronically linked historical-geographical frames, as well as the respective
materializations in the fields of Fashion.
Learning Outcomes
The curricular unit has an implicit understanding of the different modes of aesthetic expression corresponding to the
different periods or periods studied, it is an important source of information for students in their future professional
lives.
Course Contents
Introduction. Art, artistic style, vintage style.
1. The ancient civilizations of the Mediterranean basin. Historical synthesis.
2. The Greek World, from the Ancient Period to the Hellenistic Period. Daily life, costume and fabrics.
3. The peoples of ancient Italy.
4. Byzantine civilization and the Western Middle Ages.
5. From Gothic to Renaissance (14th-15th centuries).
6. The Cinquecento. Birth of the Modern Age.
7. The seventeenth century. Triumph of the Baroque.
8. The eighteenth century. The great mutations in France and Italy and corresponding transformations of taste and
costume.
9. The nineteenth century.
10. The first half of the twentieth century. Projects and fabrics.
11. From the second post-war to the 1980s.
12. From the 1990s to the 2000s.

Overall conclusion.
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Learning and Teaching Methods

Through lectures, the teacher has the possibility to explain in detail the programmatic contents. The use of
visualization of support materials allows students to better understand the concepts they have learned and helps
them understand their importance. The content debate is privileged in order to involve the students in a dynamic
relationship with the acquired knowledge.

Through theoretical-practical exercises / projects, students learn, know and develop their knowledge of fashion
history and all style changes. Such knowledge is fundamental in the basic training of the fashion designer.
Assessment Methods

The evaluation methodology is continuous, providing for debates, class exercises and theoretical-practical projects
divided into two moments, theoretical and theoretical-practical including oral defense. The qualitative intervention of
the student in the classes and their presence and punctuality are also valued. Formula for percentage management:
· 10% Behavioral factors * (presence, punctuality, participation, etc);
· 20% Continuous evaluation of learning (specific, multiplying, strategic and dynamic)
· 20% Working proposal 1
· 20% Working proposal 2
· 30% Work proposal 3

Students with worker-student status if they do not successfully complete the curricular unit through continuous
evaluation will be offered an extracurricular practical work to validate it. If you still can not validate the course you will
have the opportunity to take the exam.

In the event that any student does not successfully complete the curricular unit or wish to improve the grade, an
exam will be carried out with practical work and duration of 2 hours.

